Texture synthesis is widely used for modeling the appearance of virtual objects. However, traditional texture synthesis techniques emphasize creation of optimal target textures, and pay insufficient attention to choice of suitable input texture exemplars. Currently, obtaining texture exemplars from natural images is a labor intensive task for the artists, requiring careful photography and significant postprocessing. In this paper, we present an automatic texture exemplar extraction method based on global and local textureness measures. To improve the efficiency of dominant texture identification, we first perform Poisson disk sampling to randomly and uniformly crop patches from a natural image. For global textureness assessment, we use a GIST descriptor to distinguish textured patches from non-textured patches, in conjunction with SVM prediction. To identify real texture exemplars consisting solely of the dominant texture, we further measure the local textureness of a patch by extracting and matching the local structure (using binary Gabor pattern (BGP)) and dominant color features (using color histograms) between a patch and its sub-regions. Finally, we obtain optimal texture exemplars by scoring and ranking extracted patches using these global and local textureness measures. We evaluate our method on a variety of images with different kinds of textures. A convincing visual comparison with textures manually selected by an artist and a statistical study demonstrate its effectiveness.
Introduction
In the booming virtual reality industry, texture synthesis techniques play an important role in modeling and providing visual textures. For example, texture synthesis is heavily used in generating backgrounds for virtual reality scenes. In particular, exemplar-based texture synthesis is popular as it can quickly generate impressive textures of arbitrary sizes and shapes from a small exemplar, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Various exemplar-based texture synthesis algorithms [1] [2] [3] have been proposed in the last two decades, and encouraging improvements in both quality and efficiency of exemplar-based texture synthesis have been presented. Currently, it is easy to generate a texture with desired variation in scale or shape using existing exemplar-based texture synthesis techniques. However, the quality of the input texture exemplar has a strong impact on the final texture synthesis results. Without suitable high-quality texture exemplars as input, users cannot easily obtain a high-quality texture result. Unfortunately, automatically creating texture exemplars (see Fig. 1(b) ) from natural images is still a labor intensive task for artists, requiring careful photography, cropping, and significant postprocessing.
Most traditional exemplar-based texture synthesis techniques emphasize optimality of generated textures (they should be seamless in color, match in gradient and feature domains, etc.) and efficiency. They typically pay insufficient attention to obtaining ideal exemplars from natural images, and little work on automatic texture exemplar extraction is reported in the literature [4, 5] . Although several algorithms have been proposed for extracting dominant textures from an image [6] [7] [8] , automatic texture exemplar extraction systems for synthesis applications are still lacking. Artists typically can only acquire exemplars manually by a process of image cropping and careful post-processing, which is both labor intensive and tedious, especially when many exemplars are needed to create complex virtual scenes.
In this paper, we present an automatic texture exemplar extraction method based on global and local textureness measures. Our method first performs Poisson disk sampling to efficiently perform dominant texture identification, randomly and uniformly cropping a number of patches from a natural image. For global textureness assessment, we employ SVM prediction (trained on the UIUC database) on the cropped patches to differentiate textured patches from non-textured patches, based on GIST descriptors. We further measure the local textureness of a patch by extracting and matching the local structure (using BGP) and dominant color features (using a color histogram). This allows identification of suitable texture exemplars consisting solely of the dominant texture. The final optimal texture exemplars are obtained based on both global and local textureness measures by scoring and ranking the extracted patches.
We evaluate our method on a variety of images with different kinds of textures. A visual comparison with textures manually selected by an artist and a statistical study demonstrate its effectiveness.
Related work
In the last two decades, a number of texture synthesis methods [9] [10] [11] [12] have been presented for texture synthesis, relying on optimizing the target texturing effect (it should be seamless in color or gradient domains). Turk [13] gave a sophisticated algorithm to synthesize a texture on a geometric model, which may have irregular deformations on the surface. Liu et al. [14] proposed a user-assisted texture synthesis method based on modeling the target geometry deformation, lighting, and color with a set of near regular lattices, allowing texture synthesis with varying effects. Karthlkeyani et al. [15] paid more attention to the regularity of the synthesized target textures, controling the regularity of the appearance of the target texture using simple parametric models. Lin et al. [16] provided a survey which analyzed the regularity of textures and proposed a classification algorithm to distinguish regular from irregular textures.
More recently, several researchers have considered evaluating the quality of different texture synthesis methods, and explored optimal combinations of existing methods. As a result, target texture-driven methods are still the most popular research direction for texture synthesis. Noting that existing methods often break boundary structure continuity between adjacent patches, Wu and Yu [10] developed an algorithm to maintain boundary structures by feature matching and alignment. Latif-Amet et al. [17] detected defects encountered in textile images and optimized results based on wavelet theory and cooccurrence matrices. Dai et al. [18] evaluated the quality of a texture based on a set of target texture properties.
Unlike the above texture synthesis methods which mainly consider the output textures, other researchers have paid attention to extracting the dominant textures in an image. Lu et al. [6] first employed diffusion distance manifolds to identify the dominant textures in an input image, but their method is quite time-consuming, taking about 18 minutes to process an image of size 125×94. Wang and Hua [7] proposed a faster dominant texture extraction algorithm based on multi-scale hue-saturation-intensity histograms, but it may fail when the main colors in the dominant texture and the outliers are similar. Similarly, Lockerman et al. [4] proposed a fast iteration method using diffusion manifolds to locate textures in unconstrained images, requiring user input to specify the initial location and scale of the desired texture. In addition, Lockerman et al. [8] presented an unsupervised method for extracting good textures from natural images. Moritz et al. [5] suggested employing local histogram matching to extract textures from input photographs. However, these dominant texture extraction algorithms usually require the target textures to cover the majority of the image, as shown by the results in Refs. [5] [6] [7] [8] .
As they mainly focus on extracting the dominant texture, optimal texture exemplar patches containing a number of textures are not always extracted as the final results.
In this paper, we present a novel system to accurately extract optimal texture exemplars from natural images. Little existing work reports autoextraction of source texture exemplars. We emphasize the importance of the exemplar in example-based texture synthesis.
Method

Overview
An overview of our system is given in Fig. 2 . To efficiently and uniformly crop the dominant texture, we first perform Poisson disk sampling [19] within the given image. To compute a global textureness measure, we perform GIST feature extraction based on the UIUC database [20] , and train a linear vector collection (LVC) model using SVM to measure the global textureness for an image patch. Furthermore, we also extract the local structure (using BGP) and match dominant color features (using a color histogram) to measure the local textureness of a patch. Finally, real texture exemplars consisting solely of the dominant texture are identified by scoring and ranking both global and local textureness measures for each extract patch.
Global textureness measure
Given the cropped image patches, we perform scene classification to differentiate textured patches from non-textured patches, based on a global textureness measure. This is a high level measure in which each image patch is treated as a whole (at the patch level). We use GIST features [21] for patch classification. As they contain enough information to identify the scene in a low-dimensional representation of the image, GIST features can extract coarse information from images in a similar way to human vision. Specifically, GIST feature values are calculated using image convolution and mean low level feature values for patches, so obviously provide effective global features for a textureness measure. After computing the Fourier transform of the input image, we can obtain the GIST descriptor using K Gabor filters with different directions and scales. The final score of the GIST feature is the average result of image convolution. Detailed operation of GIST feature extraction is shown in Fig. 3 .
Given an input image f (x, y) with a resolution of h × w, we convolve it with a Gabor filter with n c channels . The GIST feature vector is then obtained by cascading the eigenvectors as follows:
where n c is the product of the number of different directions with the number of different scales of Gabor filters. cat() represents the cascade operator, g(x, y) represents the Gabor filters, and * is the convolution operation.
We also train a linear SVM [22] , which is a popular machine learning method for this texture classification in computer vision. We used the UIUC texture database and the 15-scene dataset to train a classifier to distinguish textures, using the GIST descriptors as features. We can use the SVM's output to assess the global textureness for each image patch, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Local textureness measure
The GIST descriptor is useful for assessing global features, but lacks local information and color information. Thus, we define a local textureness measure to assess the locally detailed textureness for sub-regions (at pixel level) of each patch. For improved local features to measure the differences in local textureness, we apply BGP to extract structural texture features for each patch. BGP is a rotationally invariant texture representation scheme. As BGP uses differences between two regions instead of two individual pixels, it is much more robust than local binary pattern (LBP) [23] .
Firstly, we apply Gabor filters to the image patches to perform BGP feature extraction. 2D Gabor filters [24] measure characteristics in both space and frequency domains, so are well suited to describing local structural information which corresponds to spatial frequencies (scale), location, and direction. 2D Gabor filters usually have even-symmetry and odd-symmetry, and can be expressed as
where x = x cos θ + y sin θ and y = −x sin θ + y cos θ. λ gives the frequency of the sinusoidal factor. σ represents the width of the Gaussian envelope and γ is the spatial aspect ratio. θ is the normal to the parallel stripes of the Gabor function. Equations (2) and ( 
Using Eq. (4) results in 2 J output values. To achieve rotation invariance, we adopt a scheme similar to LBP: we define rotationally-invariant BGP (B r ) as
where ROR(x, j) indicates a circular bitwise right shift of x by j bits. If J = 8, this results in 36 different values. We illustrate the calculation in Fig. 4 . Local textureness is the texture property within a patch, and it describes the relationship between structure and color feature of sub-regions consisting to the whole image patch. Texture exemplar should have the similar structural and color information among each sub-region within the patch. To explain the relationship, we compared the whole image patch with its sub-regions. For the structural feature and color information of texture image, we perform BGP and color histogram to extract the whole structure and color features of the image patch. The next step is to segment the patch into a number of sub-patches and we also calculated BGP and color histogram for each sub-patch. Based on above BGP and color histogram in two levels of patches, we perform a similarity calculation on the local textureness measure. The process is as shown in Fig. 5 .
We compute BGP feature similarity using cosine distance, which is invariant to the length of the vectors, and can be expressed as 
cos(x, y)
where x and y represent the BGP feature vectors. x i and y i are the components of the vectors. Cosine distances lie between 0 and 1. For two feature vectors with high similarity, the distance will be close to 1. To compute the structural texture similarity between the whole texture patch and each sub-patch, we calculate BGP feature similarity between the image patch and its sub-regions. We sum the BGP feature cosine distance for the image patch and each sub-patch as follows:
where S is the similarity distance for BGP features, B r(w) is the BGP feature for the whole image patch, and B r(p) is the BGP feature for each sub-patch. Corners and edges of the image may lack the desired texture, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . We thus apply texture defect detection in our textureness evaluation. By examining a large number of such texture exemplars, we found that all share a common deficiency in their color features. We thus calculate the distances between the color histograms of each sub-patch and the whole image patch, and overcome this problem based on color similarity filtering. If the color histogram distance is large between the whole patch and a sub-patch, we apply a penalty to the local textureness measure. We apply the chi-square measure to calculate the color histogram distance:
where
v j , and u and v are the color histograms. As RGB histograms have three color channels, we calculate the similarity using the chi-square distance for each channel and sum them:
where C represents the color histogram similarity distance, R w , G w , B w represent RGB color histograms for the whole image patch, and R p , G p , B p are the RGB color histograms of each sub-patch.
Overall textureness evaluation
Using the global textureness measure (see Section 3.2) and the local textureness measure (see Section 3.3), we formulate the overall textureness T as
where G is the GIST feature score representing the global textureness of the cropped patches, and for the local textureness measure, and S and C represent the inner structure and color similarity between the overall patch and sub-patches. In our experiments, we found that equal weights for G, S, and C provide optimal texture patches comprising the dominant textures in natural images, when finding patches with the highest T scores.
Experiments
We have implemented our automatic texture exemplar extraction method using MATLAB R2014a on Windows 10, and evaluated it using hundreds of natural images. Specifically, we applied our method to natural images collected from the Internet, to demonstrate its effectiveness in texture identification. Our datasets contain different kinds of textures with different resolutions. Typical examples and results are as shown in Fig. 7 . To standardize evaluation, all selected input images were resized to a resolution of 800 × 600. Then, a number of texture exemplars of size 128 × 128 were cropped based on Poisson disk sampling. For each input image, the five texture exemplars with the highest T scores were collected, as shown in Fig. 7 . From the results, we can see that our method provides excellent texture exemplars based on the given natural images; they always include the Fig. 7 Patches chosen by our method and that of Dai et al. [18] . dominant textures in the input images.
We also compare our method with two state-ofthe-art methods for textureness evaluation. Firstly, we implemented the method proposed by Dai et al. [18] and compared its results with those of our method, as shown in Fig. 7 . Both our method and the competitor can extract desirable texture exemplars containing the dominant textures in the input images. Nevertheless, the results in Fig. 7 indicate how our method outperforms the competitor in the scores for the extracted exemplars. As our method can filter out exemplars with deficiencies, better texture exemplars with less non-texture content can be obtained, resulting in higher scores. Dai et al.'s method does not avoid exemplars with deficiencies, e.g., those lacking textured content in the corners.
We have also compared our method with that of Lockerman et al. [4] . Lockerman et al.'s method requires user input to specify the initial location and scale of the desired texture, and employs a fast iteration method using diffusion manifolds to locate textures from unconstrained images. We selected typical images from Lockerman's web page, ran our method on them, and compared the results with Lockerman et al.'s. As shown in Fig. 8 our method also outperforms Lockerman's method in extracting optimal texture exemplars. Our method can extract several meaningful exemplars with different texture contents. As Lockerman et al.'s method mainly focuses on extracting textures for the dominant texture, smaller exemplars were extracted, which do not provide a meaningful exemplar for texture synthesis: optimal texture exemplar patches contain a number of textures. See Fig. 8 . More importantly, our method is automatic while Lockerman et al.'s method requires user input to specify the initial location and scale of the desired texture [4] .
In addition, we compared our method with textures manually selected by three artists. We instructed them to select a patch which is the best texture exemplar: see Fig. 9 . We treat this as ground-truth and compare it with our results. Figure 9 shows that our method can obtain desirable texture exemplars which are very close to the ground-truth. Due to random selection in Poisson sampling, our final results may be shifted by a few pixels, but they do not include non-textured content.
We also randomly selected 100 natural images, and ran our method and Dai et al.'s method on them in turn. We then asked the artists to choose the satisfactory exemplars. The number of satisfactory exemplars for our method and Dai et al.'s method are plotted as a function of the total number of test images in Fig. 10 . Our method outperforms Dai et al.'s method, in that the artists choose more of our exemplars.
To further evaluate the extracted texture exemplars, we created textures with varying resolutions for application in texture synthesis and replacement, as shown in Fig. 11 . The results in the fourth and fifth columns in Fig. 11 demonstrate that our extracted texture exemplars can satisfy the requirements of real texture synthesis and replacement applications.
Finally, we timed our method and the competitors' methods. For dominant texture extraction, Lu et al. [6] take 18 minutes to process a 125 × 94 image. Although Wang and Hua [7] and Moritz et al. [5] give real-time dominant texture extraction algorithms, they require the target textures to covering most of the image. Time for automatic texture exemplar extraction methods (Dai et al.'s and ours) was measured for 800 × 600 images, for each step of texture exemplar extraction. Table 1 gives these values in ms. As training is done off-line for both methods, we do not include it in Table 1 . Timing for Dai et al.'s method includes GIST detection and SVM steps, while our method includes Poisson disk sampling, GIST, BGP, and SVM. We can see that both methods are very fast, and although two more steps are needed for our method, we can still achieve real-time performance.
Conclusions
This paper has presented a novel method for automatic texture exemplar extraction based on global and local textureness measures. Unlike Fig. 11 Applications of texture synthesis and replacements using our extracted texture exemplars. 
